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Abstract. In an one year lasting project at the University of Applied
Sciences in Bremerhaven a digital learning game for the German Mar-
itime Museum in Bremerhaven was developed. It is targeted to school
pupils in the age between 10 and 14 and should explain the importance
of the cog for trading activities between Hanse cities in the 14th cen-
tury. More detailed learning objectives were defined through a survey
with history teachers from Bremen. The historical research was done in
cooperation with the museum. Another key-interest was the design and
building of an easy-to-use and attractive computer terminal including a
special control-interface for the game. The resulting game is evaluated in
an user-test with 29 school pupil. It shows that the game makes fun and
is easy to understand. Approx. 50% of the pupils achieved all learning
objectives.

1 Game–based Learning in a Museum

One part of the duty of a museum is to provide and transport information to the
visitor1. Traditional museum exhibits show parts and aspects of the topic the
museum or the particular exhibition is dealing with. The visitor has a passive
role and no possibility to "respond". Interactive exhibits, in contrast, enable
the visitor to participate and explore actively the information provided by the
museum. The learning effect can increase with interactive exhibits in so far
that exhibitions can be more "entertaining" [1] as well as "inspire and provoke
exploration ... and to tempt people to look more thoughtfully at traditional
museum displays" [2]. Anne Fahy described it like that [3, p. 89]:

Interactive Devices have an active and important role to play in the com-
munication process. This is emphasized by research carried out by the
British Audio Visual Society which showed that whilst we only remem-
ber 10 per cent of what we read, we remember 90 per cent of what we
say and do (Bayard-White 1991).

1 See the definition of a museum by ICOM: http://icom.museum/statutes.html\#3
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1.1 Game–based Learning

Game–based learning means that learning content is embedded within a game.
In the last years a lot of researches have shown that learning through games can
have various advantages. Richard van Eck points out one advantage of games [4,
p. 4]:

Games embody well-established principles and models of learning. For in-
stance, games are effective partly because the learning takes place within
a meaningful (to the game) context. What you must learn is directly re-
lated to the environment in which you learn and demonstrate it; thus,
the learning is not only relevant but applied and practiced within that
context. Learning that occurs in meaningful and relevant contexts, then,
is more effective than learning that occurs outside of those contexts, as
is the case with most formal instruction.

Van Eck stresses the advantage that within a game new knowledge is more
meaningful as it can be applied directly. The success of a certain action or
strategy is usually shown immediately.

Another strength of game-based learning is that learning is joyful as it hap-
pens while playing. Traditional learning situations, like lectures in school or
self-study from books have the negative picture of being boring and pupils have
to be "forced" to learn (e.g. to pass exams). The motivation of playing computer
games is much higher as playing is seen as pleasure and not as work. Malone and
Lepper researched about what can people motivate to learn, and they have found
out that many features found in games (like challenge and performance feedback)
positively influence motivation for learning [5]. They differentiate between intrin-
sic and extrinsic motivation, whereas they define intrinsically motivated learning
as learning that occurs in a situation in which the most narrowly defined activity
from which the learning occurs would be done without any external reward or
punishment. [5, p. 229] They state the hypothesis that intrinsically motivated
learning will lead to better learning results.

1.2 Putting the Exhibits in Context

Historic exhibits are dead objects, they are no longer in use nowadays. It is hard
to imagine, why certain objects were important in times which are completely
different to the present. The conserved cog, which is the main attraction of the
exhibition about medieval ships in the German Maritime Museum (GMM), is
more then 500 years old and destroyed to a large extent. No doubt that it has
an enormous historic value, but without the context of how it was used in the
past it cannot be fully understood. Within a game the museum visitor can be
enabled to experience the past and learn about the context in which the shown
exhibits were used.
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2 Restrictions

2.1 Target Group

As a target group for the game, pupils aged between 10 and 14 years were taken.

2.2 Needs for a Terminal Game in a Museum

As the game should be played on a computer terminal within a museum, it must
be easy to understand. A quantitative study by Fleck et al. [6] has shown that a
typical museum visitor spends 1-2 minutes at a museum object. However, if the
visitor is engaged within that time, the time at one exhibit can increase to 10-15
minutes. The same study has shown that labels and instructions for interactive
exhibits are usually not read. Interactive exhibits are tried out directly and
people just refer to the instructions if they fail.

For a learning game in a museum that means that it is necessary to motivate
the visitor within 1-2 minutes to play the game. Long instructions should be
avoided and in contrast it should be possible to explore the game. To allow
exploration of the game, it must be intuitive and easy to use (which also includes
the computer terminal). Finally, the overall game time should not be longer than
10-15 minutes.

To summarize, these three requirements were defined:

– The game should start immediately.
– A tutorial should make it possible to explore the game step by step.
– Intuitive hardware controls should make the controlling as easy as possible.

3 Results

The final result is a simulation game. The player takes the role of a young
captain of a cog, based in Lübeck, who has to sail and trade goods in the North-
and Baltic Sea. The game time is limited to 5-10 minutes which correlates to
one sailing season within the game. Roughly, the game can be divided into two
different parts, one part is a sailing simulation which considers the special way
of sailing in the medieval time. The player has to follow landmarks in order to
find the next city, he2 can be attacked by pirates, and he depends on wind from
the back, as cogs had a yardarm sail which required exactly that. The second
part of the game happens when the player has arrived in a city (Fig. 1). He has
to show his skills as a trader, by selling and buying goods. In order to show the
devoutness of people in medieval times, it is also possible to donate money to
the church. As the player donates more money his influence in the city increases,
which has a positive effect on his final score. Also, if he donated enough money,
the gods might help him when pirates attack.

There is also a high score list of the ten best players, which should be a
motivating reward.
2 Although in this report the player (the user, etc.) if referred to in the male form, it

is directed at both sexes.
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Fig. 1. Trading part of the game in Lübeck. Important parts of city—as the church—
are based on old drawings.

3.1 Direct start of the game and the tutorial

The game can be started very quickly—instead of presenting long instructions
at the beginning, small junks of information are presented step by step. After
the player successfully finished one step in the tutorial the next step is shown.
Therefor the new knowledge is connected to the current situation in the game
and thus should be remembered easier.

3.2 Computer Terminal

To control the cog in the sailing simulation the player uses a miniature model of
a capstan and a rudder. The design of the controls is connected to the real look of
those instruments. Firstly, the mental mapping of the control to its corresponding
function should be supported by that. Secondly, due to this similarity to the real
instruments, the player also gets an impression how these instruments look like
on cogs. Also, the whole terminal design looks like a small cog, which creates a
more interesting atmosphere and invites people to use the terminal. Additionally
the game uses a touchscreen for user-input.

3.3 User Test

With an unfinished prototype of the game a user test with 29 pupils fitting the
target group was conducted. It tested if the pupils are able to understand the
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game and control the cog, if they like the game (and which parts of it) and if
they achieve the learning objectives. Additionally it included questions about
general usage of computer games.

Attitude Towards Computer Games. Some pupils play computer games
daily and all of them play at least multiple times per week. Regarding the pre-
ferred genre no clear preference can be found. The games range from "shooting
games" (in particular Counter-Strike), strategy games, racing games to simula-
tion games (The Sims). Shooting games are more popular for boys (7 boys and
3 girls stated to play shooting games), whereas The Sims is only played by girls
in this test group. The majority of the tested pupils have not played games in
museums so far (21 of 29).

Usability. In general the usability of the game was good. All of the pupils
understood how to control the cog and they rated the difficulty of it with 2,213.
89,29 % of the tested pupils understood what their task in the game is. 89,29%
understood how the current time of the season is indicated. 72,41% understood
how the damage of the cog is indicated. 96,55% understood how the wind is
indicated. And 85,71% understood the landmarks.

On the question how much they like the game and single parts of it (graphics,
sound, dialogue, overall) an average of 2,164 was achieved.

Learning Objectives. In general not all children achieved the learning ob-
jectives, which were requested in the post-interview. 89,66% of the pupils re-
membered at least one hanse city. The naming of correct products was more
difficult, but the trading feature was not fully implemented in the test-version
of the game. 44,83% of the pupil could name the correct duration of a trading
season, but again the prototype was not finished regarding that aspect, so it is
not a surprise to have this result.

The century in which this game takes place was not remembered well, just
41% did so. The same percentage of pupil could name the trading alliance,
this game is dealing with. As this knowlegde is not needed within the game,
it supports the hypothesis that factual knowlegde, which is not applied in the
game, is not remembered very well.

Summary. A general positive result is that most pupils liked the game. An
overall grade of 2,16 is promising. It shows that the game-play functions and
that the goal to make a good game in general is reached. In particular the victory
condition of the game is communicated well (89,29% understood it), which by
supporting the competitive element is an important part of a game [7]. What is
also very positive is that the vast majority understood the game itself and the
interface very well.
3 On a scale from 1 to 4, where 1 is too easy and 4 is too difficult
4 an a scale from 1 to 5, where 1 is very good and 5 is very bad
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4 Conclusion

Learning objectives need to be integrated strongly within the game. Information
which is just provided but not needed to successfully finish the game will not
be remembered. Roughly two different ways to integrate learning content can
be observed. Firstly, content can be transported via rules. For example if the
objective is that the player should know how long a trading season is, then the
according game rule can stress that the player has to finish a task within one
trading season.

Another way to integrate a learning objective into a game is via a feature.
An example used in this game are pirates. The according learning objective is
to show the danger of pirates in the medieval time. It is implemented in a way
that on special routes the players cog might be attacked by pirates. To survive
the attack of pirates the player then has various possibilities which correlate to
the possibilities that seamen had in medieval times.

At the same time it got clear that information which is not directly integrated
into the game is not remembered. Our tests have shown that not many children
could remember the name of the famous trading union ("Hanse") although tex-
tual hints refer to it multiple times and also the name of the game itself "Hanse
1380" which is very prominently placed.
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